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Date: Sunday March 5, 2023 
 
.everyone chatting on zoom while we wait for the long house to appear. 

.Grace by:eskotey. 

.Introductions from all on Zoom. 

.recap of form 14 and 15 vital statistics and the S.1666 VITAL Act, world slavery trap. 

.Grace by:escotey. For the Longhouse 

Popois 

.explains the responsibilities and duties of his role as headman 

.explains a bit about Devron's work. 

Devron speaks on his works. 

Popois 

explains what silence is acquiescence means and to be ware of any non involvement in the areas of life and 
freedom that you wish to have changed. 

.went over the obstruction of Justice Documents. 

.we will come together in agreements: One Peoples Federation, 

.went over the case of Tsilhqotin tribe 2014, they won and what that meant for the rest of Kanatan, we all won 
our lands back that day!!!. 

.strategist master plans for freedom and the Peace Freedom Adjenda. 

.Focus on the destination of freedom, do not get side tracked. 

.Conveyership 

.what kinds of Laws do you wish to see? 

.Law and order( not control ), currencies, education with thriving mind sets, True News, Truth courts, Truth 
voters, Truth and prosperity Banking (visa cards, accounts, loans, mortgages? ) Food , shelter for everyone, 
healing facilities with natural remedies, so we actually will heal and get out of their sickness cycle, get away 
from over taxing, control-our own lives and rid all slavery. 



 

 

.we must visualize and see what we wish to precipitate into reality. 

WE have come so far in such a short time together , WE are strong , WE are one! 

. There is evidence of real progress be patient and vigilant. 

. no treaty, not real signatures, not real deals , all deals were negligent. 

.There is no real Indian Act. no external control. 

. our Alliance with so many is Very strong for All. 

.The collection of the Arrows has begun. 

.Clan Mothers , Matriarchal, Gunny-Gunny, Steven Adjecote. 

.we are in the 4th and 5th Dimensional Function so be very aware of your manifestations. 

.rise up your languages and ceremoniousness, share knowledge, we all learn. 

.WE walk outside their system. 

.Be open, honest , and selfless in servitude, to help all your brother's and sister get ahead. 

. we have land resources , skills like; building ,healing, clothing , foods and farming, hunting, gathering , and 
from those we have responsibilities to walk in Love and Peace and claim back your power with the strength of 
Creator doing the change we by our free will allow it TO BE. 

.A great example of that is the grease trails. 

.We do not want war , but the war is upon us and we are the defendants for us and all our Future Generations. 

.When you want results you must do the work and the format will fall into place from the work that is being 
accomplished! 

.Stay in the Possessive mind set in order to gain accomplished goals, this keeps your Witan ( brothers and 
sisters upheld and shifting into higher thinking. 

.We are moving forward in the new course of Waters into a world we are creating; make sure you leave all 
negative behind, we don't want it in our new world. 

.words of wisdom from Jamie. 

Closing Grace by:eskotey. 
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